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9610-02    Closed
U.S.  -  Investigate the  availability of the text in electronic form for the most complete merged copy of 1003.1, its
integrated amendments, and corrigenda, and transfer the text to  Denmark when it is available. (9510-16, 9605-03).

9610-06 Closed
U.S.  -  Forward the appropriate draft of IEEE 1003.1g as ISO/IEC 9945-1 Amendment for Protocol Independent
Interfaces  (JTC1.22.21.01.03.03) to the SC22 secretariat for PDAM  registration   and  ballot. (9510-41,  R 95-317
and 9605-08).
This document was distributed as WG15 N697.

9610-07 Open
U.S. -  Make all working drafts from the development body  available in a manner consistent with the JTC1 on-line
access policy. (9605-16).
The ISO Council (Jan 1997) approved the JTC1 on-line access policy on a one year trial basis.  Working drafts and
CDS may be made freely available from a publicly accessible place.  DIS and above may NOT be distributed
electronically.  The US asked PASC  identify which documents are covered under this policy and to take steps to make
them available electronically as soon as possible.  PASC has agreed to do so.

9610-11 Closed
U.S. -  Provide an electronic version of the POSIX 1003.13 profiles presentation to put on the WG15 web page. 
(9605-31).  

9610-12 Closing
U.S.  -  Provide a  summary of the option annexes in the POSIX standards to be put on the WG15 web page. 
(9605-32).
The material has been prepared and is in the process of being distributed.

9610-14 Closed
U.S. -  Provide the  latest drafts of 1003.10  and 1003.13 for evaluation of consistency with TR-10000, and send  out
the required cover material  (the "explanatory report") for WG15 review and comment.  ( 9605-34).
This action item is superseded by 9610-44 and 9610-45

9610-17 Open
U.S. -  Provide assistance with the LIS PAR to be revised. (9605-49).
The PASC Project Management Committee (PMC) is providing assistance when requested.

9610-21 Closed
U.S. -  Invite the development body for proposed work on the Guidelines for POSIX National  Profiles and National 
Locales  to hold one of its meetings each year in conjunction with the first WG15 meeting of the year.   (R 96-336 and
9605-57).
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9610-22 Closed
U.S. -  Get approval of the U.S. development body on the new synchronization plan as amended by WG15 N676.   (R
96-343 and 9605-63).
The IEEE/CS SAB approved this version in Feb ‘97.  

9610-28 Closed
National Bodies  -  Review SD6 and return any comments to the Convener by 1996.12.31

9610-29 Closed
U.S. -  Request PASC to respond to comments sent by Japan and Denmark in response to action items 9605-22,
9605-23 and  9605-24.
Responses were sent to Japan and Denmark and acknowledged.  These issues will be addressed in draft 12 of the
document.

9610-30 Closed
National Bodies  -  Review Draft 8.1 of 1003.1f (SC22  N2212) for market relevance and reply to U.S. HoD (Roger
Martin) by 1996.12.31.
US reported that there was little market relevance.  The development body (PASC/SEC) withdrew sponsorship of the
1003.1f project authorization at its April, 1997 meeting.  The U.S. will recommend at the May, 1997 WG15 meeting
that WG15 take appropriate steps to have the corresponding work item (22.21.01.03.01) withdrawn.

9610-33 Open
National Bodies  -  Review the Web pages, especially the document on Cultural Convention Specifications and
report any comments to Keld Simonsen.

9610-35 Open
U.S. -  Forward IEEE P1387.3 to the JTC1 secretariat for DIS balloting as soon as possible.
The document is still undergoing editing by the IEEE Standards department.  It will be forwarded as soon
as it is available.  The U.S. has requested that this be done no later than July 10, 1997.

9610-36 Closed
U.S.  -  Forward N694 (items answering action item 9605-43) to the development body for their consideration and a
response.
The request was forwarded to the PASC Systems Services and Shell and Utilities Working Groups which
provide the following joint response:

“The Working Groups believe that no action is required, because 1003.1 and 1003.2 do not require all
of ISO-C.  The requirement is only on those functions in section 8 of 1003.1, which do not include
fgetpos and fsetpos or any wide character operations, unless the implementation claims to support the
ISO C std as amended by MSE, in which case printf and scanf can write or read wide character
streams.  Even in that case, a stdio stream would always be byte and not wide oriented (printf is a byte
oriented function).

An implementation claiming to implement ISO C amended by MSE probably cannot support any
codeset such as ISO 2022 that have unlimited shift states. This restriction particularly affects fgetpos
and fsetpos.”

9610-37 Closed
National Bodies -  Inform Martin Kirk if you want a CD-ROM (Windows version) of Single UNIX Specification.
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9610-40 Open
U.S. -  Ensure that IEEE Standard 2003.2 -1996 is forwarded for DIS ballot.
The document is still undergoing editing by the IEEE Standards department.  It will be forwarded as soon
as it is available.

9610-41 Closed
National Bodies -  Send any nominations for a Project Editor for JTC1 22.21.04.01.01 (IEEE 1003.1j) Advanced
Real Time Extensions to the convener by 1996.12.31.
 US will nominate Michael Gonzalez (PASC .1j technical editor)

9610-43 Closed
National Bodies  -  To provide any input they would like in the synchronization plan, to the convener by
1996.12.31.
US supports N676 as distributed..

9610-44 Closed
U.S. -  Forward IEEE Standard 1003.10 and Explanatory Reports to SC22 and WG15 for their review and comment.
 Explanatory report has been forwarded to TAG Administrator for distribution.

9610-45 Closed
U.S. -  Forward P1003.13 Explanatory Reports to SC22 and WG15 for review and comment.
 Explanatory report has been forwarded to TAG Administrator for distribution.

9610-49 Closed
National Bodies  -  Review EWOS OSE Conformance Testing Documents "EGT009R2, Vocabulary" and
"EGT0059, Analysis" which are available in Word format at  http://www.ewos.be/ct/edocs.htm and provide feed back
to Dave Raynor (dr@waffle.cise.npl.co.uk) by Feb. 1997.

9610-50 Closed
X/Open Liaison & U.S.  -  Inform WG15 of any work which might be coming into the arena in the next 2 years so
that WG15 can plan ahead.
The US expects no new documents to be forwarded in the next two years.

9610-51 Closed
U.S. -  Report to the next WG15 meeting the scope and purpose and anticipated time scale of the work being done in 
P1003.1m. (Checkpoint/Restart) and P1003.1p (Resource Limits).
Since these two activities were spun off from the .1a project the participation in both has fallen significantly.  The
checkpoint/restart (P1003.1m) draft may be taken under advisement by PASC/SRASS.  The Resource Limits PAR is
being considered for withdrawal because of lack of participation.

9610-53 Closed
National Bodies  -  Notify Keld Simonsen of any available experts in the area of LID and/or IDL usage.

9610-55 Closed
U.S. -  Recommend the course of action that should be taken (PDAM Ballot or Final PDAM Ballot) for P1003.1a.
after it completes the current IEEE ballot.
The US recommends a Final PDAM Ballot.
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9610-57 Closed
U.S. -  Ensure that IEEE Standard 2003.2-1996 is sent to ITTF for DIS ballot.
This is a duplicate of 9610-40

9610-59 Closed
U.S. -  Inform the PASC Functional Chair for Interpretations of the names of the Project Editors for the ISO POSIX
standards.
 
 9610-60 Closed
U.S. -  Submit all relevant completed Interpretations as a proposed record of response to WG15.
PASC has agreed to routinely submit  interpretations to WG15 as they are completed.  The latest
interpretations were distributed in WG15 email #959-964.

9610-61 Closed
National Bodies  -  Submit the names of any additional experts who might wish to take part in the Interpretations
work, to the Convener by 1996.12.31.

9610-62 Open
National Bodies -  Review the proposed records of response and submit any comments to the WG15 reflector and be
prepared to discuss them at the May 1997 WG15 meeting. Any  comments requiring change MUST be submitted in
writing to the  Convener by 1997.04.01.
Proposed records of response were not received in time to meet the established deadline.

9610-65 Closed
National Bodies -  Consider changing the frequency of WG15 meetings to be on an annual basis.
US supports changing to an annual WG15 meeting beginning no later than 1999.  The US further recommends the
annual meeting be held in conjunction with a related meeting/activity such as SC22 plenary, PASC meeting, or an Open
Group meeting.


